Understanding of massive cluster formation is one of the important issues of astronomy.By analyzing the HI data, we have identified that the two HI velocity components (L-and Dcomponents) are colliding toward the HI Ridge, in the southeastern end of the LMC, which hosts the young massive cluster R136 and ∼400 O/WR stars (Doran et al. 2013 ) including the progenitor of SN1987A. The collision is possibly evidenced by bridge features connecting the two HI components and complementary distributions between them. We frame a hypothesis that the collision triggered the formation of R136 and the surrounding high-mass stars as well as the HI & Molecular Ridge. Fujimoto & Noguchi (1990) advocated that the last tidal interaction between the LMC and the SMC about 0.2 Gyr ago induced collision of the L-and D-components. This model is consistent with numerical simulations (Bekki & Chiba 2007b). We suggest that a dense HI partly CO cloud of 10 6 M ⊙ , a precursor of R136, was formed at the shock-compressed interface between the colliding L-and D-components. We suggest that part of the low-metalicity gas from the SMC was mixed in the tidal interaction based on the P lanck/IRAS data of dust optical depth (Planck Collaboration et al. 2014).
Introduction
The formation mechanism of super star clusters (SSCs) is a subject of keen astronomical interest, because their extremely energetic interactions with surrounding material, in the form of UV radiation, stellar winds, and supernova explosions, are influential in driving galaxy evolution. In the Milky Way, we have thirteen SSCs as listed in a review article (Portegies Zwart et al. 2010) , while the number of SSCs may increase by a more careful search for clusters in future. The young massive cluster RMC136 (R136), which is responsible for ionizing the largest HII region in the Local group (30 Dor), is estimated to have a mass of 10 5 M⊙, ten-times larger than SSCs in the Milky Way.
Remarkably, R136 hosts the most massive stars over 200 M⊙ amongst all the SSCs known to date (Crowther et al. 2010) . The surroundings of R136 are also exceptionally active star forming regions involving ∼400 O/WR stars (Doran et al. 2013 ) associated with rich neutral hydrogen gas. The gas consists of the HI Ridge, the Molecular Ridge and the CO Arc (Luks & Rohlfs 1992; Fukui et al. 1999) , and its distribution is highly asymmetric in the LMC.
It has been discussed that the two galaxies the LMC and SMC are interacting with each other in the past and the interaction is influencing the star formation history. Fujimoto & Noguchi (1990) presented a scenario in which the LMC and SMC had a close encounter 0.2×10 9 yrs ago, which perturbed the HI gas in the both galaxies and caused the current highly asymmetric HI/CO gas distribution in the LMC disk. These authors suggested that the perturbed gas collided with the LMC disk at 50-100 km s −1 and triggered formation of R136 and the HI Ridge with the highly asymmetric gas distribution. This scenario is supported by the numerical simulations of the galaxy interaction (e.g., Yozin & Bekki 2014) , and is consistent with that the HI consists of two velocity features, the L-and Dcomponents (Luks & Rohlfs 1992 ; see a typical spectrum in Figure 1a ), whereas a detailed observational test of the scenario was not undertaken to date.
The aim of the present paper is to analyse the high-angular resolution The Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) +Parkes HI and The Magellanic Mopra Assesment (MAGMA) CO data in order to provide observational evidence for collision between the L-and D-components and to test a scenario of formation of R136 based on cloud-cloud collision (CCC) models (Furukawa et al. 2009; Ohama et al. 2010; Torii et al. 2011; Saigo et al. 2017) .
Observational data and masking
The ATCA +Parkes HI 21 cm data (Kim et al. 2005 ) are used in this study. The resolution of the combined HI image is 1.
′ 0. This is 15 times higher resolution than that of Luks & Rohlfs (1992) , which showed that the HI distribution consists of the L-and Dcomponents. The rms noise fluctuations of the combined map, determined from the line-free parts of the final data cube, is 15 mJy beam −1 . This corresponds to a brightness temperature sensitivity of 2.4 K (1σ), for velocity resolution of 1.649 km s −1 .
We used the data of the rotatinal transition of 12 CO(J = 1-0) observed with NANTEN 4 m telescope (Fukui et al. 1999; 2008; Kawamura et al. 2009 ; for a review of molecular clouds in the LMC and SMC see Fukui & Kawamura 2010) for a large scale analysis. The half-power beamwidth is 2. ′ 6, and the velocity resolution is 0.65 km s −1 . We also used the MAGMA 12 CO(J=1-0) data (Wong et al. 2011 ) for a detailed analysis.
The spatial resolution is 45 ′′ , and the velocity resolution is 0.53
The archival data set of dust optical depth at 353 GHz, τ353, and dust temperature, T d obtained by the P lanck and IRAS data (see Planck Collaboration et al. 2014 for detail) are used to make comparisons with the HI data. We also used the data from the Southern H-Alpha Sky Survey Atlas (SHASSA) at 656.3 nm wavelength, the Hα emission line of hydrogen (Gaustad et al. 2001) . The angular resolution is about 0.
′ 8, and the sensitivity level is 2 Rayleigh (1.2×10 −17 erg cm
We masked the data in order to eliminate regions with locally heated components and those with different environment as indicated by their high density, by using the Hα and CO data when we compare τ353 and HI; the areas showing CO emission higher than 1 K km s −1 (1σ) and the areas showing Hα emission higher than 30 Rayleigh are masked Okamoto et al. 2017 ).
Results
Following the method of Luks & Rohlfs (1992) we subtracted the galactic rotation in Figure 1 , and reproduced their results with 1. ′ 0 resolution. Figure 1 shows the new images of the two HI components along with the CO clouds. The main feature of the L-component is located toward the CO Arc and in the east of the Molecular Ridge, while the D-component is extended over the galactic disk. We confirmed that the asymmetric distribution of HI in Figure 1a is caused by adding the L-component. Figure 2 shows two Dec.-velocity diagrams along the CO Arc and the Molecular Ridge. In Figure 2 we find the two velocity components and the bridge features between them. The intensity of the bridge features at each Dec. is correlated with the CO clouds and with the enhanced HI intensity, suggesting collisional interaction in CCC indicated by numerical simulations (Inoue & Fukui 2013; Takahira et al. 2014; Haworth et al. 2015a; 2015b) . 
We find the complementary distribution between the Land D-components shows some displacement. This displacement between the two complementary features suggests that the relative motion makes a large angle to the line-of-sight ). We applied the the overlapping function H(∆) in pc 2 to calculate the displacement in the complementary distribution which is presented in the Appendix of Fukui et al. (2017) in such a way that the two features coincide spatially after the displacement. Specifically, we derived the projected displacement where the overlapping area of the strong L-component (intensity larger than 1000 K km s −1 ) and the depression of the D-component (intensity smaller than 550 K km s −1 ) becomes maximum. In Figure 3b we see two HI clouds in the L-component, the north cloud at (R.A.,
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• 96 in Figure 4 shows a scatter plot between W (HI) and τ353, where the galactic foreground component is subtracted by using the W (HI)-τ353 relation . The plots for the D-component and the HI Ridge show significantly different slopes by a factor of 2. The difference in the slope corresponds to the difference in metalicity, if we assume that the dust-tometal ratio is constant in the LMC.
Discussion

Cloud-cloud collision model
The present results indicate that the L-and D-components show observational signatures of cloud-cloud collision, i.e., the two velocity components, the bridge features between them and the complementary distributions. Fukui et al. (2016) summarize and discuss these properties based on observations of ten cases of O star formation, eight in the Milky Way and two in the LMC, and hydrodynamical numerical simulations of cloud-cloud collisions. The differences between the ten previous cases and the present one in the LMC are that the velocity separation 50 km s −1 and the size of the colliding components 2 kpc are significantly larger than in the previous cases, and that the O and WR stars including R136 are considerably more numerous than the previous cases (∼400 in total over an area of 200 pc × 200 pc) (Doran et al. 2013) . We see two outstanding stellar condensations in R136 and NGC 2060 (Figure 3c ).
The major overlapping of the two components in the southeast (Figure 1) (Mizuno et al. 2001) . A scenario in which the two velocity HI components were created by the tidal interaction between the LMC and SMC 2×10 8 yrs ago was presented by Fujimoto & Noguchi (1990) . Subsequently, numerical simulations of the galactic interaction and the gas motion were carried out by Chiba (2007a) and (2007b) . The present analysis shows that the stripped HI gas is at present falling onto the LMC disk at a projected velocity of 50 km s −1 , as is consisted with the numerical simulations by Bekki & Chiba (2007b) . This interpretation indicates that L-component was on the far side of the LMC disk and is now nearly at the same location with Dcomponent, as suggested by the ongoing collisional interaction.
Ongoing collision
A possible scenario for the collisional interaction is framed as follows,
1. The region immediately surrounding R136 has a high N (HI) of ∼10 22 cm −2 . The other regions of O/WR star formation or O/WR stars are mostly distributed only on the western side of R136, where the parent gas is already strongly dispersed by the stellar ionization. They include the region of the super shell 30 Dor C, the progenitor of SN1987A, etc., which is exposed to us, where we see some CO and HI gas on small scales. The CO gas in the R136 region is strongly dispersed as shown by the recent ALMA results (Indebetouw et al. 2013) whereas it is still associated with massive clumpy HI gas (Figure 2 ). The age of R136 is estimated to be 1.5 Myrs (Crowther et al. 2016 ) and the other O/WR stars are probably older than R136 with ages of more than a few Myrs as suggested by the relative paucity of ISM compared with the R136 region. The vicinity of R136 shows an ionized HI cavity of a 15 pc radius (Figure 3c ). The formation of the O/WR stars took place some Myrs ago and R136 was most recently formed. By considering the accumulated empirical knowledge , we suggest that the distribution of these high mass stars reflects the initial density distribution of the HI gas prior to the collision; very dense compact gas formed R136 by collision and less dense gas formed extended O/WR stars . The masses of the two HI clumps having 100 pc size in Figure (Takahira et al. 2014; Haworth et al. 2015b) . It is possible that the low average column density in the D-component did not accommodate formation of massive dense clumps in which O stars can form. 3. The Molecular Ridge region shows a single velocity broad feature in Figure 2b with the CO clouds. Their peak velocity lies between L-and D-components after subtraction of the galactic rotation. We suggest that since N (HI) of the two components was nearly the same, the collision resulted in merging of the two components at their intermediate velocity via momentum conservation. Then, total N (HI) of the merged component was elevated to ∼1×10 22 cm −2 . The Molecular Ridge was formed by the strong compression in the collision, while some of the CO gas was formed prior to the collision. In N159 E and W we found collision between filamentary clouds with a velocity of 7-8 km s −1 by ALMA observations at 1 ′′ resolution Saigo et al. 2017) . It is speculated that the highly filamentary distribution in N159 reflects the gas dynamics in the merging interface layer where filaments are formed according to numerical simulations (Inoue & Fukui 2013 ).
GMC/cluster formation
The collision of HI gas flow is able to compress the HI gas and significantly increases the density according to MHD numerical simulations (Inoue & Inutsuka 2012) . H2 clouds are formed in the interface layer in ∼Myr for density of 10 3 cm −3 , and it is expected that the molecular clouds become self-gravitating if they become massive enough. The subsequent process is calculated by Inoue & Fukui (2013) which simulates the colliding flow of dense molecular gas by incorporating self-gravity. These simulations indicate formation of dense clumps which can directly lead to high-mass star formation on smaller scales of 10-20 pc. In a kpc scale collision in the LMC we infer that part of the dense HI gas may be converted into Giant Molecular Clouds (GMCs) if HI gas are decelerated by the collision and further compressed. Fukui et al. (2009) presented a scenario of formation of GMCs in the LMC via gravitational HI accretion by showing the HI becomes denser toward GMCs based on the HI data (Kim et al. 2003) . Figure 4 shows a scatter plot between the dust optical depth at 353 GHz τ353 and the 21 cm HI intensity W (HI) in the LMC, where only the highest dust temperature components are shown. We assumed that the highest dust-temperature components (T d ¿ 22.5 K) are most probably optically thin . The overall distribution of the plot is well represented by linear regressions in Figure 4 . The points in the HI ridge are shown by red color and show a slope by a factor of 2 steeper than the rest of the points outside the HI Ridge. We interpret that this difference is due to different dust abundance between them; the HI ridge has significantly less dust grains than the rest of the LMC. The numerical simulations by Bekki & Chiba (2007b) shows that the HI gas of the SMC is possibly mixed with the LMC gas in the tidal interaction. If this happens, the HI ridge contains a significant amount of low-metalicity HI of the SMC. The metalicity of the SMC is smaller than that of the LMC by a factor of five (Rolleston et al. 2002) . If the HI ridge consists of HI mass both from the SMC and LMC at a ratio of 1:1, for sub-solar met-alicity 1/10 in the SMC and the 1/2 in the LMC, a factor of 2 different slopes in Figure 4 is explained, lending a support for the tidal origin of the HI ridge .
Conclusions
We found signatures of a collision over a few kpc between the two velocity HI components toward R136, the HI Ridge including the Molecular Ridge & the CO Arc in the LMC. The blueshifted HI L-component was created in the galaxy interaction 0.2 Gyrs ago via tidal stripping between the LMC and the SMC. In 0.2 Gyrs, the perturbed HI gas is now colliding interacting with the HI gas in the LMC disk. The collision formed ∼ 400 O/WR stars in the HI Ridge which includes R136, N159 and the other active star forming GMCs, alongside the CO Arc, as supported by numerical simulations of colliding HI flows.
